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2 BT Communications Ireland Ltd 

 

 
 
 

BT Communications Ireland Ltd response to the  
ComReg consultation 09/43 titled: 

 
Consultation and Draft Direction on extending a Direction of April 2009 
requiring Eircom to refrain from launching proposed 1MB and 3MB 

Family “free calls to meteor” TalkTime bundles 
 
 

Some Aspects of this Submission are  

Confidential to BT/ ComReg   

BT does not give permission for this information to be 

passed to any third party for any reason without its prior 

written consent. 
 
 

1.0 Introduction 

BT has and continues to invest in Ireland in order to make a commercial 
return. Such investment in products and services for the benefit of 
consumers in the creation of a more competitive market is in the main 
dependent on the degree of confidence that we can place in the regulatory 
environment. 
 
With regards to eircom and its approach to bundling we fully agree with the 
approach ComReg has taken requiring eircom to refrain from launching its 
proposed 1Mbit/s and 3Mbit/s family “free calls to meteor” TalkTime bundles.  
Eircom has SMP and we believe that its proposal constitutes “unreasonable 
bundling”. 
 
Sections 7.8 and 7.9 of the ComReg SMP Decision Instrument for eircom, 
annexed to the SMP Decision, provide as follows: 

“Unreasonable bundling 
7.8 Pursuant to Regulation 14 (2) (c) of the Universal Service Regulations, 
eircom shall not unreasonably bundle services. 
7.9 Without prejudice to the generality of section 7.8, where eircom offers a 
number of services within a bundle, it shall ensure that end-users are able 
to purchase an individual service included in any such bundle without being 
required by contractual, or non-contractual means to purchase the entire 
bundle of services and that tariffs for the individual services comprising any 
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such bundle, comply with the principle that end-users should not be 
required to pay for services, or facilities which are not necessary for the 
service requested.” 
 
 

We note and agree that ComReg Document No. 07/26 and the SMP 
Decision are to be construed together for the purpose of Eircom’s legal 
obligation not to unreasonably bundle. This is provided for in section 1 of 
Decision Instrument annexed to the SMP Decision, which provides inter alia 
as follows: 

“1.1 This Decision Instrument relates to the markets for higher and lower 
level retail narrowband access from a fixed location and is made by the 
Commission for Communications Regulation (“ComReg”): 
… 
v. Having had regard to the market definition, market analysis and 
reasoning set out in Document No. 07/26 and the reasoning and individual 
decisions set out therein and in the preceding parts of this Decision Notice 
and Decision Instrument, both of which shall where necessary, be 
construed with this Decision Instrument;…” 

 
We note and agree that paragraphs 6.216 – 6.234 of ComReg Document 
No. 07/26 discuss unreasonable bundling. By way of example, paragraph 
6.233 provided two specific instances of what can constitute “unreasonable 
bundling” for the purposes of Eircom’s legal obligations. In addition to these 
examples, paragraph 6.234 notes that the SMP operator must ensure that 
any bundle avoids a margin squeeze and passes a net revenue test.  
 
Paragraph 6.219 stated as follows: 

“6.219 There is nonetheless a risk that eircom may induce a margin 
squeeze through bundled pricing. This occurs when equally, or more, 
efficient operators are unable to profitably replicate eircom’s bundled 
offering, and are effectively foreclosed from competing with eircom in 
respect of its bundled products. For example, if eircom were to apply a 
margin squeeze in respect of the retail narrowband access element of a 
bundled offering this may undermine the effectiveness of the mandated 
wholesale inputs since OAOs may not be able to effectively replicate the 
access element of that bundle (due to an insufficient margin). Should 
eircom engage in such behaviour it could have the effect of i) reinforcing its 
dominance in the retail narrowband access markets and/or ii) leveraging 
that dominance into related markets due to an inability on the part of OAOs 
to effectively replicate the access part of the bundle.” 
 

We note and agree that the April 2009 Direction was adopted pursuant to 
Regulation 31 of the Universal Service Regulations, in conjunction with 
Regulations 19(2) and 20(8) of the European Communities (Electronic 
Communications Networks and Services) (Framework) Regulations 2003 (as 
amended) (which allow a derogation from the obligation to consult).  We 
further note and agree that before adopting a measure in accordance with 
the Universal Service Regulations (other than a provisional measure falling 
within the meaning of Regulation 20(8) of the Framework Regulations), 
ComReg is required to publish the draft measure and consult with the 
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industry. Before taking a measure that falls within the scope of Regulation 14 
of the Universal Service Regulations, ComReg is required to take account of 
any comments from the European Commission and other NRAs. In addition 
there is a window following publication of a decision to challenge the decision 
of ComReg. No challenge was made within the appropriate window of time to 
the above regulations following their publication. 
 
It is important that industry has regulatory certainty to enable investment 
decisions to be planned and made, and BT considers the due process that 
ComReg has to perform to update regulations is clear and offers both 
transparency and regulatory certainty. Therefore once the regulations were 
established through due process, BT rightly had and has an expectation that 
eircom would not be permitted to unreasonably bundle.  However, we believe 
that eircom have unreasonably bundled products in the recent past and 
would do so in the future should ComReg not bring to full force the legal 
obligations on eircom not to so do. 
 

2.0 BT Overall conclusions 

 
2.1 The eircom Meteor Bundles has had a detrimental impact on BT in 
terms of increasing the numbers of customers lost by BT.  
 
2.2 BT has incurred additional cost through customer retention activity, 
including a loyalty promotion campaign to reduce the impact of the eircom 
offer on BT’s business. 
 
2.3 BT would not be able to offer the eircom bundle and make an 
adequate commercial return and a loss would be incurred for the 1Mbit/s 
bundle. The 3Mbit/s bundle was not analysed due to shortage of time. BT 
therefore concludes, based on its own figures, that eircom would fail the net 
revenue test. 
 
2.4 BT concludes that Meteor itself has not offered to BT any discounts 
on calls to their network hence BT is not able to avail of any reduced 
wholesale rates that eircom maybe enjoying from its own subsidiary 
company. 
 
2.5 BT notes that the offers made by eircom, such as the free calls to 
Meteor are only available to the customer when purchased in the bundle 
hence customers will have to purchase components that they do not 
necessary require. BT therefore agrees with ComReg’s view that eircom is 
unreasonably bundling. 
 
2.6 BT also concludes that eircom is attempting to change regulation to 
suit its own ends and to achieve what would be an unfair advantage in the 
market. Regulatory certainty is essential in markets to enable companies to 
make investment decisions and for market stability. BT is of the view that 
ComReg put in place, in a transparent way, the regulatory remedies using 
due process required by both European and Irish legislation and no party 
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sought within the appropriate opportunity to challenge those rules, hence the 
rules are their to be obeyed. 
 

2.1 3.0 Detailed Comments 

 
For clarity purposes BT has provided both the questions and answers in its 
response. 
 
Q. 1. Do you have any comments on the reasoning behind ComReg’s 
initial compliance assessment which informed the April 2009 Direction 
(as described in Section 2 above)? What other considerations (if any) 
should be taken into account? Please explain your response. 
 
BT Response 1 
BT fully agrees with ComReg’s initial compliance assessment which was 
made over the period of the initial offer and BT considers that ComReg 
would have been sufficiently informed by the actual volume and usage data.  
 
 
Q. 2. If launched, what effect, if any, do you consider the proposed 
bundles would have on consumer interests, on competition in the fixed 
retail narrowband access market and on other markets? Please explain 
your response and provide supporting evidence. 
 
BT Response 2 
BT considers that the bundles launched by eircom in 6th October 2008 had a 
significant negative impact on the market and indeed many customers 
leaving BT gave the reason for leaving as the eircom bundle. BT provides a 
detail view of the impact in Annex A.  
 
BT considers that the April 2009 bundles were basically a continuation of the 
October 2008 bundles and therefore considers the harm to the market would 
have continued.   
 
Whilst BT does not object in principle to the launch by eircom of bundles it 
does object to such bundles which are unreasonable and damage 
competition.  Such damage can be caused through a variety of ways 
including pricing. 
 
 
Q. 3. If you consider that the proposed bundles would have a potential 
for competitive harm, do you consider that this would cease on the 
expiry of the proposed promotional sign up period or would it last for 
longer? Please explain your response. 
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BT Response 3 
BT believes that the proposed bundles do have potential for competitive 
harm and such harm would not cease on the expiry of the proposed 
promotional period:  
 

1. BT agrees with ComReg that by the promotion offering sign-up for “life” the 
benefit to the customer and to eircom will extend beyond the promotion 
period hence the impact to the market is also extended beyond the 
promotion period. As a minimum eircom will benefit for one full year given 
that twelve month contracts are being signed. 

  
2. BT is aware that eircom tend to run promotions continuously and BT would 

expect, as has been proposed by eircom in this case, to run one promotion 
into another. In this case the promotions are each six months long hence 
the promotions become the product. BT is of the view that eircom appear to 
be using the promotion route to make a product offer that they can adjust at 
six month intervals rather than making this a full product offering and being 
subject fully subject to price controls and ex-Anti regulation. It is BT’s view 
that this is not the purpose of promotions and that eircom are attempting to 
use promotions to circumvent regulation and regulatory controls. 

 
Q. 4. Are there any other issues/matters that should be considered by 
ComReg? Please explain your response. 
 
BT Response 4 
As discussed in question 3 item 2, BT is of the view that eircom are using the 
promotions process to circumvent regulatory controls of its products and thus 
ComReg should review the promotion rules. BT would expect promotions to 
be short duration events (1 to 3 months) with the financial benefit then 
spread across the year. eircoms promotions appear to initially be six months 
with a continuation for the full year, hence how are these costs built into the 
process of setting wholesale prices in a forward looking way. 
 
 
Q. 5. Do you consider that it is appropriate to extend the April 2009 
Direction, either for a period of nine months or for another period? 
Please explain your response. 
 
BT Response 5 
BT considers that it is appropriate to extend the direction for a minimum of 
nine months but ideally it should blanket ban such bundles until such time as 
SMP is lifted from eircom. 
 
BT appreciates that part of the regulatory test for the eircom proposed 
bundle will be the initial provision of forecast and estimate data by eircom 
concerning the take up and usage of the proposed package. It is likely to be 
in the interest of the party proposing such bundles to underestimate the take 
up and usage of the product at the outset to improve their chance of meeting 
the compliance test.  
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Once launched the proposed bundle could have a significant negative impact 
on the market and damage competition over the period of the offer. 
Experience of the October to March bundle highlighted that even with 
operators such as BT raising formal complaints shortly after the bundle was 
launched, ComReg were not able to take any action over the entire period of 
the offer, highlighting the ineffectiveness of ex-Post regulation. This lack of 
action was very frustrating to the industry during which time we believe 
eircom were unfairly taking our customers. 
 
We are aware from requests for information that ComReg were collating 
information about the impact of the eircom bundle over the period and are 
not surprised that ComReg have now made an initial assessment that the 
October to March bundle was non-compliant.  
 
It therefore appears correct and proportional that given the above process 
and the initial finding of non-compliance for the October 08 to end March 09 
bundle that the very similar April eircom Bundles offer is delayed until such a 
time that ComReg is satisfied with its compliance. Given an initial non-
compliance finding BT agrees that ComReg should be allowed to have 
sufficient information to support its view of non-compliance. 
 
Time period 
Given the time it has taken to resolve disputes with eircom which is nearing 
two years, an extension for nine months actually seems relatively short in the 
scheme of things to resolve this complex yet very important issue. BT would 
support sufficient time for ComReg to analyse this issue for the benefit of the 
industry and the consumer and nine months seems short.   
 
 
Q. 6. Do you consider that ComReg should extend the April 2009 
Direction as proposed in the draft Direction? Please explain your 
response and provide comments on the draft Direction. 
 
BT Response 6 
As discussed in our BT Response to question 5 BT agrees that the 
timeframe should be extended as required based on the fact that ComReg 
has already captured significant information and has made an initial non-
compliance assessment. If during its work that ComReg reaches a final 
conclusion of non-compliance then the product in its current form should not 
be permitted indefinitely. 
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3 Vodafone 
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4 ALTO 
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5 Magnet Networks 

 

Q. 1. Do you have any comments on the reasoning behind ComReg’s initial  

compliance assessment which informed the April 2009 Direction (as described in  

Section 2 above)? What other considerations (if any) should be taken into  

account? Please explain your response. 

 

Magnet Networks agree with ComReg’s reasoning behind their initial compliance 

assessment.  Magnet Networks in October utilised ComReg’s Net Revenue Test in 

relation to the 1MB and 3MB products that were the October 2008 bundles. 

 

1MB Bundle Costs:  

Line Rental: (Non Wholesale as Magnet in October were not a SBWLR provider) 

€20.96 

Mailbox cost: €1.07 

Local & National Calls: €2.00 (Averaged Cost) 

Wholesale Broadband: €9.48 

Meteor Minutes (500 minutes based on 30% calls at peak, 30% at off peak and 40% 

at weekends) €53.29 

 Total 1MB bundle cost: - €86.80 excluding VAT 

 

3MB Bundle Costs:  

Line Rental: (Non Wholesale as Magnet in October were not a SBWLR provider) 

€20.96 

Mailbox cost: €1.07 

Local & National Calls: €2.00 

Wholesale Broadband: €11.55 

Meteor Minutes (500 minutes based on 30% calls at peak, 30% at off peak and 40% 

at weekends) €53.29 

 Total 3MB bundle cost: - €88.87 excluding VAT 

 

With Magnet Networks high investment cost in unbundling exchanges any price 

difference between the products is an unfair reflection of a margin.  Also, Magnet 

Networks can only offer the equivalent product in our exchange footprint, which 

currently is 40 exchanges in the main metropolitan areas of Ireland.  Eircom can 

offer their service nationwide which gives them an advantage over any other LLU 

provider in Ireland. 

 

 

Q. 2. If launched, what effect, if any, do you consider the proposed bundles  

would have on consumer interests, on competition in the fixed retail narrowband  

access market and on other markets? Please explain your response and provide  

supporting evidence.  

 

i) Consumer Interest 

In the short term it may be seen that the customers interest in being served by 

offering them good value for money bundle product.  In these financially 

constrained times people are looking at all their costs and telephone, broadband and 

mobile calls are seen as an easy target.  However, with the launch of this eircom 

bundled product, the average consumer believes it to be value for money and will 
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sign up irrespective of the quality of the service.  Fundamentally the customer 

nowadays is looking for the cheapest.   

This may be a short term gain because when competitors are being pushed out of 

the market it allows prices to creep up until such time as a monopoly has re-

established itself and thus allowing eircom free reign to charge whatever they like 

due to the lack of competition. This strategy is well documented by competition 

experts as a strategy used to ensure competitors leave the market and allowing the 

incumbent to revert to its monopoly position. 

 

ii) Fixed Retail Narrowband Access Market 

There is very little that can be said here except that this market will be foreclosed.  

Eircom have been designated as having SMP in that market.  It is a market that is 

extremely difficult to compete in as the majority of the times a competitor is purely 

reselling an eircom product. If a competitor is not providing narrowband voice they 

are providing voice services over IP utilising broadband. There is effectively very 

little competition in this area due to eircom’s SMP. 

 

iii)  Other Markets 

Several markets are suffering due to these bundles products (this is based on the 

October 2008 bundle products).  The first market is the LLU market.  Bundles like 

those offered in October 2008 focus on price and with a price conscious population 

such offers appeal.  LLU providers have large investment costs and currently a 

limited footprint.  LLU providers have been unable to replicate this product at a 

similar price as eircom.  Though the LLU provider has a superior product few 

customer are discerning on their broadband when they see what is perceived as a 

better valued product.  Thus, Magnet calls on ComReg to redefine the market to 

include both bitstream and LLU.  Currently, there is no linkage and this allows an 

uneven playing field to emerge.  This failure to have bitstream and LLU in the 

same market is putting off competitors investing in Ireland.  This can be further 

evidence by the difficulties that Smart are having.  They have the largest LLU 

customer numbers yet are unable to find a buyer.  

Another market that is affected in the mobile market.  Like the LLU providers, 

alternative mobile providers are unable to offer a similar bundle as they do not 

have a close relationship with a national telecommunications provider.  Those that 

may have a fixed arm are mere resellers of eircom.    

 

Q. 3. If you consider that the proposed bundles would have a potential for  

competitive harm, do you consider that this would cease on the expiry of the  

proposed promotional sign up period or would it last for longer? Please explain  

your response.  

 

The competitive harm would not cease when the offer ceases.  The first thing is that 

the offer is a lifetime offer.  Thus the subscriber will be given free Meteor calls until 

such time as they churn from eircom.  ComReg informed Magnet the average churn 

time for a customer of eircom is 4.5 years.  Thus, this offer’s effects would last for a 

minimum of 4 years after the offer expires.   

There is another affect that this offer will have which is on mobile switching.  The 

bundle customer may potentially decide to move their mobile subscriptions to 

Meteor in order to maximise their money saving by having free calls to Meteor.  If 

the whole family has a Meteor phone this cuts down the family mobile call bills.  
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Fixed to mobile calls fees are a matter of contention in every household and 

switching to Meteor eliminates this problem.  

This is evidence that the effect of this bundle will last significantly longer than the 

bundle offer.  Once a customer who has free calls to Meteor for life stays with 

eircom and Meteor they are tied in with these two providers and is very unlikely to 

move.  This leads to a stagnating market with little movement between providers in 

the residential market. Thus eircom’s competitors will have to leave the residential 

market as it will have been foreclosed. 

  

Q. 4. Are there any other issues/matters that should be considered by  

ComReg? Please explain your response.  

Magnet believe ComReg should consider the following 

 

1. Redefining markets to include both bitstream and LLU. 

As bitstream is defined in a different market to LLU eircom are allowed margin 

squeeze LLU providers.  Eircom’s products are competing directly with LLU 

provider products and thus the market should be redefined to ensure fairness in this 

market.  Eircom are dropping the price of wholesale bitstream which directly 

impacts LLU providers and there is very little ComReg can do to stop eircom.  

Redefining the market would ensure consistency across the broadband market 

place. 

 

Q. 5. Do you consider that it is appropriate to extend the April 2009 Direction,  

either for a period of nine months or for another period? Please explain your  

response.  

 

Magnet Networks agree with ComReg’s direction.  Magnet Networks feel that 

ComReg need as much time as possible to ensure that this bundle does not affect 

competition.  

 

Q. 6. Do you consider that ComReg should extend the April 2009 Direction as  

proposed in the draft Direction? Please explain your response and provide  

comments on the draft Direction.. 

 

Magnet Networks agree with ComReg’s draft direction.  Magnet Networks feel that 

ComReg draft direction fulfils ComReg’s requirements.  
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6 Smart Telecom 
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7 Digiweb 
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